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Abstract: This study assesses the level of the knowledge of human-computer interaction (HCI) and user experience design (UXD) in a developing country like Malaysia. This assessment was done based on an analysis carried out from the characteristics of attendees of an HCI-focused conference held in Malaysia. The study observed among others that attendance by practitioners at the conference was comparatively low when compared to comparable conferences in western countries and was also characterized by a low level of knowledge among the HCI-focused conference attendees. The conference was more of a learner’s conference than a conference of experienced experts. The empirical results provided information regarding the low practice of HCI and UXD among practitioners and poor level of awareness of the importance of user involvement in the software development process.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The start of user experience in its primary form can be traced back to the 1800s. Since the 1850s, “ergonomics” has been widely applied in a number of different disciplines such as military, academia and aviation (Waterson & Sell, 2006; Benyon, 2010; Zink & Fischer, 2013). The goal of “ergonomics” or “engineering psychology” is to optimise machine design for human operation within design limitations (Roscoe, 1997; Grudin, 2012). In the 1940s, an identical label of “human factors” appeared during the World War II in North America as the driving force for research on machine and systems, after simple flaws in design led to accidents and loss of life (Bannon, 1991; D’Addessi et al., 2009; Ardito et al., 2013).

The study of emotions only received recognition after the debate on anger and fear by Seneca in the 1980s (Shweder et al., 2010). At that time, engineers had to deal with machine complexity and include human cognition and physiological capabilities in machine design (Proctor & Zandt, 2011, p.7).

The field of ergonomics and human factors was born to address issues regarding human error and accidents due to poor design, such as the Three Mile Island explosion (D’Addessi et al., 2009). In the ergonomics and human factors disciplines, designs incorporating usability that intended to instil pleasure of use is known as hedonemic design (Hancock, 2005), although the issue of pleasure in product use involves more than usability alone (Jordan, 1998). Hedonomics is a new discipline that is not about how to evaluate a user but how a user evaluates (Helander&Tham, 2003). The word was coined from two Greek words “hedone” which means pleasure and “nomos” which means laws or principles (Hancock, 2005). Jordan (1998) used the word “hedonic” to describe pleasure in product use that is beyond usability.

Figure 1 shows identical hierarchical needs for ergonomics and hedonemics theory from Hancock (2005) which was originally based on Maslow (1968). Hedonomics goes beyond ergonomics, from its initial prevention of pain to its contemporary promotion of pleasure in human-technology interaction. This hierarchy theory assumes that a phenomenon occurs at a particular level of complexity and subsumes others at a lower level (Pattee, 1973; Khalid, 2006). In HCI, the system must first be safe, functional and usable before it is designed to be pleasurable (Hancock, 2005). However, a person’s pleasure is shaped by culture, opportunities and position in the community (Tiberius & Hall, 2010). There are basically five extended types of pleasure: physical pleasure, socio-pleasure, psychological pleasure, reflective pleasure and normative pleasure (Jordan, 1998; Helander& Khalid, 2006). In understanding pleasure, there is much to learn about displeasure. Displeasure operates like a design constraint – knowing what to avoid – but this does not mean the designer understands how to design a pleasurable product (Khalid, 2006). In the mid-1940s, the first generation of modern computers was introduced and available mainly for military

Regardless of the end users’ knowledge and skills, their feelings and impediments are important towards complying to the human-centred design principles (also known as user-centred design (UCD)) declared in the International Standard Organisation (ISO) 9241 part 210 (2010). The importance of early and on-going focus on end users is widely accepted in the Western countries as it is clearly stated for more than a decade in their legislation. The Swedish work environment regulations (Swedish Work Environment Authority, 2001) states that employees should be given the opportunity to be involved in the design of their working conditions, and in any development work that concerns their roles (Gulliksen et al., 2006; Lazar et al., 2012). With the new unprecedented digital revolution that is being dominated by the end users, technology design should not be subjected to physical or mental strains which leads to ill-health or strains (Gulliksen et al., 2006). However, computer frustration has become a current common user experience and evidence shows that frustrations in use lead to mental illness (poor wellbeing) (Alvarez et al., 1999; Hertzum, 2010).

Digitisation is reported to be the fundamental driver of economic growth and Malaysia was ranked number 30 and 31 out of 144 countries for the Networked Readiness Index of 2013 and 2014 (Bilbao-Osorio et al., 2013; United Nations, 2014). Despite receiving the highest rank (86%) in government effort to provide online services, less than half of the Malaysian taxpayers adopted the e-personal income tax filing provided by the Inland revenues agency (Bilbao-Osorio et al., 2013). The United Nations E-Government Survey (2014) does not provide data on the extent of the actual E-government usage in countries around the world but it is found that the Malaysian E-services scored last behind Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Japan in a quality assessment (Dominic et al., 2011; UN, 2014). In general, quality assessment involved two perspectives: one related to the end product and the other is the process by which the end product is created (Kuuti et al., 1998). Reflecting the former quality, the participation of citizen as the end users of E-government services indicated to be deficient. Perhaps the quality of the end product (E-services) has refrained the end users from utilizing the online benefits. User experience is a common condition that indicates the quality of an organisation through anticipated use of government portals as it is the leaders in the area of E-government (Obi, 2010; Chung & Fortier, 2013; Zhao et al., 2014). The later quality is related to the development process of E-government portals. Thus, it is reasonable to investigate how digital products are designed, especially to include the critical issue of user experience (Jokela et al., 2013). Perhaps it is more significant to discover the extent to which existing practices incorporate UXD, as well as identifying significant constraints on UXD deployment in the current development process setting.

Fig. 1 Hedonomics theory

However, early designers focused on the functional level and the target users were limited to those for whom these computers were designed, in specific fields such as engineers (Grudin, 2005). In 1947, the term “usability engineering” was introduced, and among the earliest applications was an eye tracking study by Fitts et al. (2005). It is around this time that the first head-mounted eye tracker was invented (Hartridge & Thompson, 1948; Fitts, 1954; Nielsen, 1993). However, according to Jordan (1998), the word “usability” was probably first coined in the late 1970s or early 1980s and tended to concentrate on computer-based systems. It was when the first commercial computers were introduced in the 1980s that HCI became an emerging discipline of ergonomics (Roscoe, 1997). The first conference dedicated to HCI was held in 1983 (Karat & Karat, 2003; Shackel & Day, 2009). The focus of HCI then was to ensure the usability of computing technologies by the practice of user-centred design (UCD) methods (Goransson & Sandbäck, 1999; Gulliksen et al., 1999). Some of the first studies of UCD can be found in 1983 (Hammond et al., 1983). In the 1990s, the development of the Internet and the World Wide Web introduced the field of interaction design (iXD). iXD has been acknowledged as a structured discipline due to the increased speed, functionality and capabilities of communication and computing technologies (Moggridge, 2007; Anderson & Kolko, 2011). The size and cost of computers continued to decrease and more consumer products came to contain some form of digitisation (Kolk, 2010).

User experience design (UXD) plays a vital role in the consideration of end users’ capabilities and limitations during the design and development process (Lallemand et al., 2015; Hashim et al., 2017) (see Hussain et al., 2016; 2017a; 2017b; 2017c; and 2018). An end user is a person who will use any part of a system, which is known as a touchpoint, in performing tasks that are in conjunction of his/her job or day-to-day activities (Gulliksen, 1999; Chung & Fortier, 2013).
Now, even the definition of the computer itself has changed significantly (Grudin, 2012). The ubiquitous environment has pervaded daily life and experience design has become an emerging concept that focuses on the ultimate emotion of users (Muhlhauser & Gurevych, 2009; Rogers, 2009; Kuniavsky, 2010). Figure 2 outlines how the recognition of user experience evolved, when the importance of emotion, affection and feelings was proven by psychologists to be vital (Sweder et al., 2010; Grudin, 2012). The emergence of theories such as the Theory of Happiness, Dopaminergic Theory and Affective Heuristics in emotion studies shows the significance of user experience in extending the traditional focus of HCI in cognitive theory (Pantic & Rothkrantz, 2003; Hancock et al., 2005; Khalid, 2006). In the 1960s and 1970s, emotions were first excluded in the cognitive psychology discipline because they were perceived as vague and shapeless (Dalgleish & Power, 2000). It was argued that the rational mind can always override emotions (Lazarus, 1991). The debate between feeling and thinking which recognised the importance of emotion began in the 1980s when emotion was suggested as independent of and preceding thought (Zajonc, 1980; Stein & Levine, 1987). Early theories on knowledge and thinking were also concerned with the seat of thought and memory (Solso et al., 2005). Plato claimed that thinking and knowledge occurred in the brain, while another early Greek philosopher, Aristotle, believed that thinking and knowledge were localised in the heart. This view was shared in ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics that showed that knowledge was in the heart of a human. When HCI was first introduced, most theories are fundamentally adopted from psychology and the dominant theory in psychology at the time was cognitive theory (Carroll, 2002; Kaptelinin et al., 2003; Solso et al., 2005). Likewise, in the research on human information processing, there is an increasing evidence that understanding cognitive theory are likely to provide practical solutions for designers of computer systems (Hammond et al., 1983; Norman & Draper, 1986; Bannon, 1991). An early work on the model of human processor detailed the anatomy of the brain when working with a computer which is divided into three subsystem: (1) perceptual system; (2) motor system; (3) cognitive system (Card et al., 1986). Norman (2004) suggested that the perceptual system or visceral part is all about immediate emotional impact which makes rapid judgements of what looks good or bad on a design. However, when Norman was writing, emotion was still an ill-explored part in humans (Kemeny & Shestuyk, 2010). One of the most important discoveries on emotions relates to LeDoux’s work on the neurophysiology of cognition and emotion, that revealed how the architecture of the brain gives the amygdala a privileged emotional position that is able to hijack the thinking brain (Goleman, 1995).

Figure 2 shows a visual signal that goes from the eyes to the thalamus, where it is interpreted into the language of the brain. Most of the message then goes to the visual cortex, where it is analysed and assessed for meaning and appropriate response; if the response is emotional, a signal goes to the amygdala to activate the emotional centres of the brain (Lazarus, 1991; Goleman, 1995; LeDoux, 2003; Kemeny & Shestuyk, 2010). The amygdala is a small collection of neurons that in shape resembles an almond (in Latin, almond is amygdala) and is part of the limbic system that influences many central nervous system functions (Richardson, 1973). From the user experience perspective, a smaller portion of the visceral signal goes straight from the thalamus to the amygdala in a quicker transmission, allowing a faster (though less precise) response (Goleman, 1995; Norman, 2004). Thus, the amygdala can trigger an emotional response before the cortical centres have fully understood what is happening, hence hijacking the brain. “The hippocampus is crucial in recognising a face as that of your cousin, but it is the amygdala that adds you don’t really like her.” (LeDoux, 2003). Likewise, the usability quality is processed at the cognitive level which is represented by the visual cortex, although user experience may override the visual cortex by directly sending an emotion signal to the amygdala (LeDoux, 2003; McCarthy, 2004). Therefore, the emergence of emotion as a study in its own right has shed light on other domains, especially in HCI where affective and pleasure components are found to be less focused in traditional usability (Marcus, 2002; Khalid, 2006; Vermeeren et al., 2010).

This study assesses the level of the knowledge of human-computer interaction (HCI) and user experience design (UXD) in a developing country like Malaysia. This assessment (a preliminary study) is done based on an analysis carried out from the characteristics of attendees of an HCI-focused conference held in Malaysia.
II. METHODOLOGY

To investigate the status of HCI in practice or UXD in industry, the researchers sought to identify people attending HCI-related and/or user experience talk or conference. Gould and Lewis (1985) conducted a similar strategy and managed to differentiate between understanding and identifying the people in practice. It is expected that a study on user experience practice is best directed at people who attended a HCI-focused conference in Malaysia. A mailing list of the special interest group had not yet been established when this study began, so the researchers had to find the right local HCI conference by participating in the conference itself, to assess whether it was truly HCI focused. There are many HCI tracks in local conferences which do not reflect high quality research in HCI, as judged by the list of reviewers and the backgrounds of the committee members. The aim of this preliminary study was to uncover the current status of UXD in practice in Malaysia. The systematic literature review (SLR) study conducted earlier (Idyawati et al., 2019) indicated that the survey method was the most popular research approach adopted to explore the state-of-the-art user experience or usability practices in industry. Therefore, this study attempts to replicate previous studies from different countries, in a Malaysian context (Vredenburg et al., 2002; Vukelja et al., 2007; Ronggang et al., 2008). A questionnaire survey was henceforth conducted among attendees of a HCI-focused conference as it was expected that they would practice UXD.

Table 1 Survey methods and characteristics of subjects of study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods of Study</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Study 1: Questionnaire Survey</td>
<td>N=23</td>
<td>Attended HCI talks in a national HCI-focused conference</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 summarises participants’ characteristics, on the basis of which subjects were chosen for the preliminary stage of this research. Again, the survey method has been the most dominant method in prior research (Idyawati et al, 2019), and HCI talks or professional membership is the target for the early attempt to explore the current state of UCD in practice. This study involved a survey of over 45 respondents who were at the International Conference of User Science and Engineering, Kuala Lumpur, 29 November to 2 December 2011. This was among the first HCI-focused conferences organised by the local academic community of Malaysia. Of the 50 questionnaires distributed at the conference, 23 responses (five male (23%) and 17 female (77%) were received, with an overall response rate of 44%. One respondent was eliminated for incomplete responses recorded on the questionnaire. Of the remaining 22, seven were academics, four postgraduate scholars, four software engineers, one a web designer, one a senior enterprise application engineer, one an IT officer and one an undergraduate. Three respondents did not indicate their job titles.

Figure 3 shows the job title of these respondents. Overall, 12 of the 22 respondents were from the academia and seven from industry. The three unknowns possibly worked in non-IT areas such as marketing; the questionnaire only provided options that are related specifically to the IT field, but no one took the opportunity to write their occupation in the open-ended space for “Other”. 73% of the respondents (16 out of 22) were within the ages of 21-30. 14% (3 out of 22) were aged 31-40, and one respondent represented each of the remaining age ranges. 41% (9 out of 22) had a bachelor’s degree, 32% (7 out of 22) had a master’s degree, 18% (4 out of 22) had a doctorate and only 5% (1 out of 22) had received a diploma or certificate. Only 59% (13 out of 22) respondents filled in the open-ended question that asked about time spent working on or being involved with UX. The average period of involvement in UX was 4.7 years. One respondent claimed to have the job title “Associate Professor” and an experience of 26 years in UX; however, this respondent did not answer the last questions due to difficulties in reading all the questions, remarking that the font size was too small. A respondent with the job title “Senior Enterprise Application Engineer” claimed to have been involved in UX for six years, a web designer and an IT officer for five years and a software engineer for two years. The remaining respondents, mostly researchers and students, stated an experience of about one year. Although experience in UX may be reflected in years of involvement in UX practices, it is still not safe to assume that these respondents were fully aware of UX and were in the right position to provide an assessment of its practice.
When respondents were asked about their UX knowledge, whether qualified for practice or otherwise, only 9% (2 out of 22) chose “yes” while the remaining 91% (20 out of 22) chose “no”. The reason for this was unknown. 32% (7 out of 22) of respondents stated that the specified roles in the questionnaire did not apply to them. Two (2) who chose “others” specified “HCI researcher” and “IT” as their best-described titles.

Table 2 provides a demographic profile of the respondents who answered the survey questionnaire. 40% claimed that the number of practising people in their company was more than 51, 14% identified 26 to 50 people, and six, 10 to less than 5 people. Only 9% of the respondents claimed to be the sole practitioner in their company. The result was in line with a previous study which found that the bigger the company, the higher the chance that people practised usability and HCI (Göransson et al., 2003). However, in this case, the authors believe that the respondent might have misinterpreted the question “How many employees are in your company?”, because earlier responses had identified that the respondent’s knowledge of UXD in practice was low. It appeared that the respondents could not determine the status of the current practice of UXD. Statistics show that the respondents were mostly from government agencies (46%) followed by private/sole proprietary companies (36%). The respondents’ educational backgrounds were mostly computer science (55%) and information systems (27%). A multidisciplinary component was identified as 23% of the respondents chose more than one educational background. Other backgrounds included human factors/ergonomics (14%), marketing (9%), HCI (9%), and engineering (5%). No psychology background was reported.

Company location was asked as an open-ended question. 68% of the respondents’ companies (15 out of 22) were in Klang Valley locations such as Bangsar, Cyberjaya, Kajang, Selayang and Shah Alam. 9% (2 out of 22) were from Kuala Terengganu and Perak. 23% of the respondents (5 out of 22) did not respond to company location question, possibly because they were not from industry. In terms of knowledge, most of the respondents claimed not to have had training in design although they created a mental model as a user, using their own experience and intuition during the design phase. The remaining respondents did not answer this question, stating the need to be trained in UXD. 66% of respondents did not include end users in development because of their belief...
that end users do not know what they want. 23% did not know where to find real users and 9% thought that end users might delay the projects’ schedules. However, 55% of the respondents agreed that UX was important. 36% thought that it depended on the project, and 9% thought that UX was not important. However, usability was perceived to be more important than UX as no respondents answered “not important” to usability. 64% of the respondents claimed to use a formal system development method, 55% to use a waterfall model, 23% had their own method developed within the company and only 5% used Rational Unified Process (RUP). Only one respondent mentioned that nothing was used. Respondents were asked to state their own goals in developing IT projects. The highest number, 32%, did not answer the question; the reason is unknown. Three respondents indicated user satisfaction as their goal. Although these figures illustrate the frequency of people with goals, however, the question did not discovered whether the goal was the most important one.

IV. DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Unlike overseas HCI-related conferences, HCI-focused conferences in Malaysia are not necessarily events which industry practitioners would be likely to attend. Although it was possible to study the practice of UX and HCI in Western countries from conference attendees, the participation of practitioners in Malaysia is comparatively low. This may be due to the mindset in local settings whereby a “conference is only for academic people, and not for industry people”. Surveys by Venturi and Troost (2004) and Vukelja et al. (2007) revealed results that were contrary to the characteristics of HCI conferences overseas. While practitioners’ practice can be gauged from HCI-focused conference attendees, our findings point to the low level of knowledge among people who attended local HCI conferences in Malaysia. At the time it was introduced, the term “user experience” was unfamiliar among the targeted subject of study. Potential practitioners did not understand what it meant; therefore little attention was given to “user experience”. One respondent requested the researchers to provide an option for those who were not familiar with the term. Different questions needed to be set for different levels of knowledge among the target population. Another respondent suggested the need for an explanation of “UX methods”, due to the various methods related to involving user experience and confusion about which methods the questionnaire referred to. Many surveys to identify HCI practitioners and explore their practice have been conducted at HCI-focused conferences (e.g. International Conference on Computer Human Interaction (CHI)). This study attempted a similar approach in order to select experienced UX researchers and designers, but this proved not to be the case. The empirical results provided information regarding the low practice of HCI among software developers and web designers at the time the survey was conducted. Therefore, the study on UXD practice needed to focus on the people who considered themselves as responsible for producing at least usable products or systems. It was found that in this preliminary study, HCI knowledge among those who attended the iUser 2011 conference was low. This was, indeed, the reason they attended the conference; they did not have the fundamental knowledge to enable them to practise UXD. In cases where UX had only been recently introduced and had only limited impact (Kuuti et al., 1998), the focus was on understanding the knowledge of and the formation of goals towards UXD practice. Most respondents in this preliminary study believed that users did not know what they wanted and were therefore always excluded from the development process.

In this study, the employment of usability in practice was low, with 36% of the respondents thinking that it was determined by each project. The degree of recognition of UX was higher than expected because only 9% of the respondents thought that UX was “not important”, as compared to none who answered “not important” to usability. The poor level of awareness of the importance of user involvement in the software development process was alarming. It is no wonder that the UCD methods receiving the highest ratings were those that did not involve users, such as expert-based evaluation, heuristics evaluation, or qualitative, quick and dirty usability testing. The lack of appreciation of the basic principles of UCD continued to pose problems. This was particularly worrying since the inability to appreciate users and the lack of evaluation surely reflected on the level of practices in project development processes. The results of this study indicated a preference for methods that did not involve users. The results from this study reveal and suggest that further studies are required to investigate UXD practice in industry using participants that are real practitioners. As this current study is limited because of the low knowledge of participants in this HCI focused conference on CHI and UXD.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study assesses the level of the knowledge of human-computer interaction (HCI) and user experience design (UXD) in a developing country like Malaysia. This assessment was done based on an analysis carried out from the characteristics of attendees of an HCI-focused conference held in Malaysia. The study observed among others that attendance by practitioners at the conference was comparatively low when compared to their western counterpart and a low level of knowledge among the HCI-focused conference attendees in Malaysia. The conference was more of a learner’s conference than a conference of experienced experts. The empirical results provided information regarding the low practice of HCI among practitioners and poor level of awareness of the importance of user involvement in the software development process. Further studies are required to examine UXD practice in industry using participants that are real practitioners. As this current study is limited because of the low knowledge of participants in this HCI focused conference on CHI and UXD.
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